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Our Next Get Together is at 1 pm. on Sat. October. 10, 2020
This will be a remote get together on your computer or
smart phone using Zoom. See the last page for details for how to
log on and join the group.

This was the summer for Garden Railroading and other socially distanced model railroading, although these photos are
from years past. L: Castle Gardens garden layout near Charlevoix. R: White Lake large scale.

THE SEPTEMBER GET TOGETHER
This was our first get together since late winter and our first time using Zoom to do it. We had a total of 12 members
participate, not bad for a first time and the fact that the weather was very nice for the first time that week, likely leading a
number of members doing yard or other outside work. Can’t blame football this time.
Terry Davis hosted the Zoom session went well with few kinks, and those got sorted out quickly. We’re all learning the
quirks of this digital medium, just like learning the techniques of DCC and wiring.
Terry and Andy Keeney did the clinic presentation on the Civil War Battle of Allatoona in northern Georgia in Oct, 1864.
The clinic covered aspects of the battle and the role the railroads played in it, in fact, the battle occurred because of a
strategic stretch of railroad in a cut on the line between Chattanooga and Atlanta. Andy also provided a “Then and Now”
look at the site, which no longer has rails.7

SPEAKING OF CLINICS, Andy could use some ideas or volunteers to put on clinics. Power Point is one possibility and as
we investigate & learn, there are probably others. The use of the camera on your phone might be usable to show a
technique. Layout tours are also possible, although experience has shown that a tripod of some sore may be needed for
stability. It may also be necessary to check out if a signal will work in and out of your train room.

The old C & O passenger station in Traverse City is now a brew pub with this attractive sign.
The platform area had socially distanced outdoor seating.

Layout Views
Last Spring, as it became obvious that we wouldn’t be getting together and visiting layouts, I asked if members would send
me some photos of their layouts. A couple of them did. But, not having a deadline or other incentives for me to get a
newsletter put together, those photos never got out. Here they are.
Thanks to David, Jason & Mike for their contributions.

David Wentworth’s New England based HO scale
Lyman and Ammonoosuc Railroad.

Featuring the
Boston & Maine
and Rutland
Railroads

Mike Shollack of LaNtrak sent along this photo of
Paul Limmer’s N scale coffee table layout.
More photos of Paul’s other layout are nexts.

Coffee Table Layout:
Size: 24" x 18" Coffee Table
DCC: MRC Prodigy Express
Era: Freelance, but probably somewhere in the 80s/90s.
Details: The layout was built when I lived in an apartment. My first crack at getting back into the
hobby around the 2015 timeframe. Contains single circle with fertilizer and oil industries, as well
as a diesel shop and small storage yard. I took an existing coffee table and built up the walls and

Main Layout:
Size: 10' x 15' walk-in
DCC: MRC Prodigy Advance
Era: Modern Norfolk Southern (2000's +, loosely based somewhere in middle Pennsylvania)
Details: Layout contains 2 main lines and a yard for storage and staging. Industries include Auto
Rack loading, Grain Loading, Lumberyard, and intermodal facility. Layout is planned to be a rural
setting, with a small town on the west end of the layout. layout.

Mike also sent these photos showing Paul’s
full size N scale layout featuring modern
Con Rail & Norfolk Southern trains.

Spring projects and photos by
Jason Stevens.

Below: From a Facebook group, a
prototype photo was shown and the HO
scale guys were able to model it, like the
photo, in a gondola. I modeled it on a flat
car since it will not fit in the N scale
gondola that I had.

A steam powered log loader to add to the
pulpwood scene thanks to Ebay

From the Yard Oﬃce
“A CALL TO “ZOOM!”
A friendly hello and I hope everyone is doing well and keeping safe and healthy. We will be holding our next Zoom Meeting next week on
Saturday, Oct 10th at 1:00PM, our usual meeting time. Our first oﬃcial Capital Division, Zoom Meeting was a bit of a disappointment as far as
member attendance goes. It was in the area of 12 people and 2 of them were visitors from outside our Division. I’m hoping as we get more used
to these zoom meetings, attendance by our members will increase.
You can join us using a smart phone, tablet, or any computer that has an internet connection. If your computer has no camera or mic, you can
still join us and view the program, you just can’t communicate with us.
If you are having trouble being able to get on zoom to join us, we have multiple members that are quite familiar with the program and will be
willing to help you. But, you need to let us know that you are having a problem, so we can help get you up and running. It is really quite easy
once you understand what you have to do and it can be a lot of fun.
We have some excellent programs in the works for you. Terry Davis and I enjoyed presenting our power point program last month and I believe
that the audience enjoyed it along with renewing our friendships after several months. Terry Davis has been working on a new clinic presentation
for us and you will find more info on that clinic elsewhere in this Journal.
With the virtual meeting that we are able to use, it opens up a wonderful library of subjects from clinicians from far and wide, basically, from
anywhere in the world, not just from people in and around our Division area or Region. I do want you all to understand that I and the other
oﬃcers are willing to work hard to get excellent clinicians and programs, specifically for our members on a great variety of subjects. The caveat
being, we have to have enough participation of our division members to attract those clinicians.
So, that being said, I will strive for better participation of our members and if I don’t see you, or hear from you, you may be getting a friendly
phone call from one of your oﬃcers to see if we can entice you, or help you to be able to join us in the future.
Another reason for your participation this next meeting is that I want to discuss our new “normal” and how we have to live with it and enjoy it.
We will be spending some discussing the upcoming meeting and programs. We need and want your input. Hope to see you on Saturday.

Best, Andy Keeney (517-316-5660)

Kevin just sent these photos to me.

Building Kevin's HOn30 layout
Benchwork
With some help from my father, Jonathan Pulling I have started building my 3 ft by 5 ft HOn30 layout.
Below is the table construction.

Frame started.

Plywood added.

Track Work
After the benchwork was completed the pink
insulation foam was glued on.
I followed a track plain to lay foam roadbed and
then I laid flex track and turnouts on the roadbed.

Foam board glued down.

First try back view.

First try front view.

Bigger curves, much better.

I think that the curve’s too tight!

Editor’s note: I had to print and then scan Kevin’s
photos, resulting a a much poorer quality than his
original photos. My apologies.

Main,
passing track
and two
spurs.

A new locomotive
Kevin has purchased a new locomotive from the
Bachman Trains UK Market.
It’s their new narrow gauge, Baldwin class 10-12-D.
It is a 4-6-0 trench locomotive in OO9.

Some Open Load Ideas

A snapshot from my back yard in Rocky River, of a stopped NKP train in the early
60s. East bound trains going into Cleveland were often held here if need be, as it
was the closest long stretch of track that didn’t block any road crossings on the
west side of the city.

The CSX local has been moving many carloads of used ties to interchange
with the GLC at AnnPere in Howell. The loads go to a biomass power plant in
McBain.

Empty racks on an eb NS train on the old NKP line running
through Fostoria, OH, Aug. 13, 2020.

Snap track and wrapped lumber loads on BN is Sioux Falls, SD

My Cleveland Terminal & Valley gon is loaded with bales of scrap, ie. candy kiss wrappers. These were formed by hand because I’ve
misplaced my mold. The Reading gon’s load is from a cut up toothpaste tube based on an article in the NMRA Bulletin. N Scale.

TRACK WORK from the PROTOTYPE
Don’t try this at home!

A neat video of a very unusual Japanese
track layout.
MP46MB
Metro1.mp4

Right: Atlas, Kato, Bachman and especially
PECO would love to have you build this. If you’re
into laying your own track and building your own
switches, can even FastTracks help you here?
London’s Waterloo Station. When I was there in
the 1980s, they had over 300 trains per day.
And, there were at least 12 other stations in
London at the time, although this was the busiest.

ICE’s yard in Mason City, IA.
If you model O or S, N scale decals might work.
No, this is not Penn Central. It is a line in Michigan from about 2 years ago.
It will remain anonymous, but it is across the street from an ice cream parlor.

One of the stay at home projects
this year has been to clean up,
declutter, reorganize and
otherwise straighten up the train
room
In the process, I collected all of the
rattle cans of paint from the train
room and the garage and utility
room. Why do I have 3 cans or
orange? What in the world did I
use “claret” for? And so on.
Years ago, I’d seen a kink about
using a hanging shoe bag to store
the cans in. After a decade or so,
the one I had gave out.
I’d purchased a new one, but It
failed within a few months, based
on design, not quality.
A recent trip to IKEA resulted in a
new bag with a better design to
hold cans heavier than shoes.

My work area is the closet, doors removed, of the spare bedroom that became my train room.
The paint can holder hangs from the clothes rod, off to the side of the workbench.
I currently have name tags attached with clothes pins to each pocket, not shown, but I think that I’m going
to also use a small white board with a grid to identify the cans, this can be updated as the colors are
replaced. The bag has 16 pockets, holding 32 cans.

More Garden & Outside Railroads

Above: John White’s train on Jim West’s outdoor G gauge line.
Below: Mark Cowles’ train on Jim’s line.
Left top: A Grand Rapids G gauge line.
Left bottom: Tom Dunbrook’s G gauge line in a west Cleveland,
OH suburb.

Howard Ziegle runs a train on friend’s large scale railroad
located west of Howell.

Charlevoix Castle Gardens G gauge garden layout.

White Lake large scale layout yard.

Bud Hunter’s garden layout seen during the Indianapolis
NMRA Convention.

Rich Mahaney has been able to do some rail fanning as a result of job related travels. He’s getting paid for doing this?

The Kaye E. Barker, 767’ long, launched in 1952 as Edward E. Greene. later the
Bensen Ford. The editor’s father supervised the drawings at American Ship Bldg.

The locomotives are GE AC4400CW leased from CITgroup.

A Lake Superior & Ishpeming train delivering iron ore to Marquette’s Presqule Dock.
Note the preserved LS&I GE U25 C Under the dock.

Virtual meeting for Capital Division (Div 5) North Central Region NMRA

For our meeting on Oct 10th, we will 2 mini-clinics. We will also have a general discussion after the clinics to discuss programming for the future.
Steve Harsh and Roger Austin have both generously offered to conduct clinics at future meetings. Sam Swanson from Cincinnati has also generously
offered to join us on some future date to present one of his amazing clinics. We encourage anyone who has a clinic ready or planned, to offer to fill all
or part of one of our meetings. PowerPoint presentations work very well. Unfortunately this will probably be what we will be doing for a while as
most of our members fall in to at least one, if not multiple high risk categories for Covid and our meeting room has been closed to the public the
remainder of 2020.
Terry Davis will demonstrate how to demonstrate the Cricut crafting machine software to design and cut out a project. He will design the mullion/
stiles for a barn door and then cut it out.
Andy Keeney will then present a clinic on using a simple and straightforward method for painting backdrops and making a scenery base, thinking
outside the box.
For a pseudo layout tour, Terry will do a presentation on the design and construction of his two HOn30 modules depicting the mills at Whitefield,
ME.
We look forward to having you join us via Zoom on a laptop or smartphone. A desktop will work and you will be able to see and hear, but we won’t
be able to see or hear you unless you have a camera and a microphone. Zoom is easy to load.
Div 5 is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting.
Time: Oct 10, 2020 12:15+ PM Eastern Time (US and Canada)
To Join Zoom Meeting https://us02web.zoom.us/j/5179274898
Meeting ID: 517 927 4898 (there is no password)
By clicking the link, your device will load Zoom if you have not used it. Otherwise you will be taken directly to the on-line meeting room.
I have figured out how to make sure a sound plays to let me know you are in the “waiting room.” – (sorry Roger)
If there are issues connecting, call 517-927-4898. The meeting will begin at 1 pm, but the room will open at 12:15 for those that haven’t used Zoom
to make sure everyone is connected by 1.
Feel free to connect and visit with other folks any time after the room is open. I also will not “remove” someone if I see a duplicate without first
getting permission. (another sorry from Terry)

These next two blank pages are here because the computer insists that they be here.
And I’m out of time to fill them.
Go figure.

